
Table 1. Multi-group comparisons Model Fit Statistics for Magnify

Table 2. Path Coefficients Comparisons for Magnify Models in Three Samples

Note. MD = Maternal Distress, Mag. = Magnify, ER = Emotion Regulation Difficulties; statistics in brackets represent bootstrap confidence intervals.  All other statistics represent standardized path coefficients.
τ p <.10. * p < .05. ** p <.01. *** p <.001. 

INTRODUCTION
Ø Research has highlighted that youth who grow up in a family where parents are married fair better, specifically when the 

paternal caregiver is more involved (Bachman, Coley, & Carrano, 2012; Bachman, Coley, & Chase-Lansdale, 2009).  
Ø This finding may be particularly important in homes where parenting stress or psychological distress is relatively higher 

for one of the caregivers (i.e., second caregiver is a protective factor). 
Ø However, the ways in which family structure impacts specific emotional processes is understudied. Thus, examining 

possible differences in emotional processes of adolescents in single versus two-parent homes is warranted. 
Ø Emotional magnification is, in more simplistic terms, caregivers modeling poor emotion regulation (e.g., gets upset, too, 

when his/her child is sad; O’Neal & Magai, 2005). Thus, recognizing and targeting emotional regulation in a family 
context in youth presenting with externalizing problems may be particularly important when the maternal caregiver 
appears to engage in magnification of adolescent emotions and/or the adolescent struggles to regulate emotions. 

Ø The current study examined whether family structure (single-parent versus two-parent homes) moderated a model in 
which maternal emotion magnification (EM) and adolescent emotion regulation (ER) act as serial mediators in the 
relation between maternal distress and adolescent externalizing behaviors. 

Ø Specifically, it was hypothesized that paternal presence would attenuate the path between EM and ER.

Participants
ØParticipants were 206 maternal caregiver-adolescent dyads

Ø Children were ages 11 to 17 years (M = 14.18; SD = 1.90), roughly half were male (51.5%), and the majority were identified 
as Caucasian (76.7%).

Ø Maternal caregivers were ages 29 to 60 years (M = 41.08; SD = 7.47), roughly half were married (58.3%), and the majority 
were identified as Caucasian (82.0%). 

Measures
Ø Caregivers completed a battery of measures including: Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS), Parenting Stress Scale (PSS), 

Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ), and Parent-rating of Reactive and Proactive Aggression (PRPA)
Ø Children were administered: Emotions as a Child Scales (ECS) and Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS)
Ø Standardized composites were created for maternal distress and adolescent externalizing behaviors. 

Ø Maternal distress: Maternal depression from the DASS and maternal parenting stress from the PSS
Ø Adolescent externalizing behaviors: Externalizing scale from the SDQ conduct problems scale, PRPA reactive scale, and the 

PRPA proactive scale
Procedure
Ø This project was approved by and conducted in compliance with the Institutional Review Board as part of a larger study. 
Ø Participants were recruited through an online data management company (i.e., Qualtrics)
Ø An equal amount of responses across socioeconomic status were collected by sampling from three income brackets (i.e., $0-

$24,999, $25,000-$49,999, $50,000 and above) to assure variability in SES - a crucial demographic variable for this study.
Ø Caregivers provided informed consent and children provided assent prior to data collection. 
Ø Participants were provided with a monetary incentive after completing the study ranging between $5 to $12 per dyad, depending on

recruitment source.

DISCUSSION
Ø Results underscore the importance of understanding the complex emotional transactions within a family and need for further research. 
Ø This finding indicates that a second caregiver appears to act as a protective factor in the context of a distressed maternal caregiver who engages in more 

negative emotion socialization practices, specifically magnifying emotions. 
Ø Such information can be helpful in determining adolescents who are more at-risk for externalizing behaviors.
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Figure 1. 

RESULTS
Ø Mulit-group (i.e., single-parent versus two-parent families; single-parent group N = 133, two-parent group N = 73) 

comparison analyses of the serial mediational model were conducted in the program R. 
Ø Maternal and adolescent ages were included as covariates in the magnify model given their association with the 

endogenous variables. 
Ø Steps:

Ø Model was allowed to associated between the two samples freely.
Ø Model was constrained to have all regression coefficients paths to be equal in both samples.
Ø Chi-square tests were conducted to determine a decrement in model fit when fully constrained.

Ø Δχ2 (12, N = 206) = 20.609, p = .056
Ø Due to a trend toward invariance in the overall model with Magnify, paths were individually constrained to be equal 

in both groups, followed by chi-square testing to examine presence of invariance.
Ø The paths from EM to ER difficulties, as well as from maternal distress to ER difficulties, were invariant, 

specifically when considering the EM practice of magnification. 
Ø Specifically, EM practice of magnifying emotions to adolescent ER difficulties was attenuated by the 

presence of a paternal caregiver, reducing from β = .378, p < .001, in the single-parent group to, β = .033, p
= .617 in the two-parent group. 

X2 DF ΔΧ2

P-VALUE
CFI RMSEA RMSEA CI RMSEA

P-VALUE
Model 1a .000 0 --- 1.000 .000 .000-.000 1.000
Model 2b 20.609 12 .056 .965 .083 .000-.143 .171
Model 3c .028 1 .869 1.000 .000 .000-.139 .883
Model 4d 11.473 3 .009 .966 .166 .072-.272 .026
Model 5e 1.618 2 .445 1.000 .000 .000-.183 .531
Model 6f 7.378 2 .025 .978 .162 .049-.293 .051
Model 7g 7.515 1 .006 .974 .252 .108-.432 .013
Model 8h 5.038 1 .025 .984 .198 .057-.383 .044
Model 9i 2.340 1 .126 .995 .114 .000-.313 .174
Model 10j .000 1 .961 1.000 .000 .000-.000 .997
Model 11k 1.618 1 .203 .998 .077 .000-.287 .260

REGRESSION PATHS COMBINED SAMPLE
N = 206

SINGLE-PARENT SAMPLE
N = 73

TWO-PARENT SAMPLE
N = 133

Externalizing Problems With

1. Emotion Regulation Difficulties .492*** .447*** .508***

2. Magnify .130*** .213* .139T

3. Maternal Distress .133*** .170 .107

4. Adolescent Age .080 .100 .054

5. Maternal Age -.022 -.070 -.010

Emotion Regulation Difficulties With

6. Magnify .168** .378*** .033

7. Maternal Distress .503*** .338*** .619***

8. Adolescent Age -.105T -.136 .070

9. Maternal Age -.140* -.154 -.096

Magnify With

10. Maternal Distress .341*** .197* .417***

11.Adolescent Age -.033 .116 .054

12.Maternal Age -.094 .225T -.040

13.Total Effect .453*** .396** .486***

Indirect Effects

14. MD à Mag. à Externalizing .045
[.012, .095]

.942
[-.003, .091]

.058
[.004, .153]

15. MD à ER à Externalizing .247
[.170, .366]

.151
[.042, .231]

.314
[.220, .519]

16. MD à Mag. à ER à Externalizing .028
[.008, .065]

.033
[.000, .073]

.007
[-.020, .051]

Note.Each model, following Model 1, is compared to Model 1 (i.e., a saturated model) with 
Χ2of 0.000 and 0 degrees of freedom. Thus, for each model, the Χ2 difference would be the 
Χ2 of the current model, given it is compared to a saturated model with a Χ2 of 0.00 (e.g., 
the Χ2 difference between Model 1 and Model 2 is 20.609, with a difference of 12 in 
degrees of freedom and with a resulting p-value of .056). CI = confidence interval. ΔΧ2 = 
chi-square difference. N = 206. 
a Model 1; baseline comparison model. All regression coefficients are unconstrained.
b Model 2; all regression coefficients are constrained.  
c Model 3; the direct effect of maternal distress on externalizing behaviors is constrained.  
d Model 4; the serial mediation indirect effect (i.e., maternal distressàmagnifyàemotion 
regulationàexternalizing behaviors) is constrained.  
e Model 5; the mediation indirect effect of maternal distressàmagnifyàexternalizing 
behaviors is constrained.  
f Model 6; the mediation indirect effect of maternal distressàemotion 
regulationàexternalizing behaviors is constrained.  
g Model 7; the direct effect of magnify on emotion regulation is constrained.  
h Model 8; the direct effect of maternal distress on emotion regulation is constrained.  
i Model 9; the direct effect of emotion regulation on externalizing behaviors is constrained.  
j Model 10; the direct effect of magnify on externalizing behaviors is constrained.  
k Model 11; the direct effect of maternal distress on magnify is constrained. 

METHOD


